Player Code of Conduct
Noblesville United Soccer Club (NUSC) encourages you to enjoy youth soccer and have
fun playing the game. Players should be role models of good behavior on the sidelines
and the field. Players are expected to support their teammates, opposing teams,
coach(s), and the Club. Players are asked to help create an atmosphere that promotes a
fun, respectful, team building environment and good sportsmanship by adhering to this
Code of Conduct.

Players shall:













Be prepared and give their best effort for all practices and games.
Expect to have a good experience and develop in the game soccer, alerting
parents and or coaches if an issue arises and it stops being fun.
Listen and learn from coaches and teammates.
Treat coaches, managers, players, officials and spectators with respect regardless
of age, race, religion, gender or abilities.
Respect all equipment and facilities at NUSC and its affiliates. No hanging on
goals or nets. Do not kick balls at signs or buildings at our facilities or affiliates.
Engage in sportsmanlike behavior at all times. No arguing with officials, booing,
taunting, refusing to shake hands (or fist bump) or using any foul language or
gestures.
Encourage parents and guests to engage in good sportsmanship.
Accept Victory and Defeat with dignity and be respectful of the opposing team.
Refrain from using tobacco, including traditional cigarettes, chewing tobacco and
e-cigarettes, as well as alcohol and any illegal drugs.
Play within the rules of the game and engage in good sportsmanship at all times.
Refrain from posting videos, pictures or comments on social media that will
ridicule or create a negative experience for any player, parent or coach.

Players agree if they fail to abide by the aforementioned guidelines, they will be subject
to disciplinary action decided by the coach or a Conduct Committee, built by the Board
of Directors. This committee will be established, as necessary, to adjudicate instances of
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misconduct that are brought to the Club’s Board of Directors. Disciplinary actions
could include, but are not limited to the following:
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Verbal warning by Official, Head or Assistant coach
Verbal warning by Head Coach, Director of Soccer, Program Director or any
Board Member.
Written warning by Official, Head or Assistant Coach, Director of Soccer, or any
Board Member.
Suspension(s) from attending a game(s) with written documentation of incident
kept on file by NUSC
Expulsion from team with written documentation of incident kept on file by
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